
CMO Update           10.28.20 
 
Last week the CDC updated its definition of “close contact” to the cumulative time period of 
contact with a confirmed or suspected COVID-19 case within 6 feet for a total of 15 minutes (in 
a 24 hr period) rather than any one isolated incident. This change reflects the increased 
understanding of the higher risk of transmission from airborne spread without significant 
physical distancing.  
 
Clearly the world and especially the United States is now experiencing an accelerating surge 
that nationwide shows higher case counts than even the initial spring wave, setting a single day 
record of >83,000 cases last Friday.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
The current surge is widespread and affects 47 of 50 states but is focused most significantly in 
the Midwest and Upper Plains (see graphic below).  

 
 



One source of good news is that flu vaccine uptake is at record highs and hopefully will help 
prevent a pending ‘twin-demic’ of influenza and COVID-19. CVS Health has already surpassed 
the 9 million flu shots it gave last year and expects to double that number. I am pleased that 
QualDerm is providing these flu vaccines and please encourage your family and friends to get 
immunized! 
 
 

 
Kansas accidentally created a perfect ‘experiment’ which demonstrates very visually how 
effectively masks prevent COVID-19 transmission and infection. Counties with and without 
mask mandates showed very different rates of infection, with “Mask Counties” much lower!! 



 
 
A study published this week in Nature Medicine modeled the effect of mask wearing and 
predicts that without changes to current policies >500,000 Americans would die from COVID-19 
by the end of February 2021.  The scientists, however, conclude that “universal mask wearing 
(95% mask use in public) could be sufficient to ameliorate the worst effects of epidemic 
resurgences in many states,” and could save an additional 130,000 lives by February 28th. 
 
This graphic shows how mask wearing in various states correlates to whether one knows 
someone with COVID-19, a reflection of current prevalence rates. It is clear that the upper 
Midwest (Yellow states) shows the highest infection rates and the lowest mask utilization, 
while the Northeast (Green states) show the lowest cases and highest compliance with mask 
wearing. I recently spent two weeks in Boston and every single person both indoors and 
outside, whether walking, jogging or cycling was masked 100% of the time and it was very 
reassuring and comforting to feel so safe, even in a large metropolitan city that had a terrible 
initial crisis. 



 
 
I know this has been a long year and everyone is becoming tired and worn-out from the 
pandemic restrictions. We all want to socialize, travel, entertain, hug each other, trick-or-treat 
and make Thanksgiving plans. BUT PLEASE REMAIN VIGILANT AND COMPLIANT!! I especially 
urge physician and provider leaders in each clinic site to be champions for safety and 
accountability for your teams and staff. Walk the walk and set the expectations for your 
practices so we remain available for our patients and families. 



 
Canadian Thanksgiving (the 2nd Monday of October) was celebrated on Oct 12th and has 
contributed significantly to Canada’s recent surge in COVID-19 infections. Experts warn that 
the United States needs to learn from Canada’s lesson that indoor gatherings, even of close 
friends and family members, will increase coronavirus transmissions as people travel from 
different homes and ‘bubbles’ and gather together indoors for longer time frames.  
Please try to limit these gatherings and continue to practice distancing and masking, hand and 
cough hygiene, and use outdoor space as much as possible. While treatments are improving 
and deaths are lower, COVID-19 infection remains a serious illness, causing many 
hospitalizations and potential long-term health effects.  
PLEASE BE CAREFUL, for your sake, and for your family, patients and teammates!! 
 
I always try to be balanced and optimistic in these updates and there remains much 
encouraging news about several potential vaccine candidates, which are showing great 
promise with sustained immunity and good safety profiles. The Astra-Zeneca vaccine is 
particularly good for the elderly in early results. But, these will not be ready, even for health 
care workers with priority status, for a couple more months. The entire US population 
(assuming people are willing to be immunized) is unlikely to be vaccinated until summer 2021 
so it remains vital that we maintain our protocols and stay safe in the meantime. Stay positive, 
count your blessings, hug your (Covid-free!) family and we will all get through this! 
 
Please share any ideas or suggestions for our management team or for me to 
health@qualderm.com and have a great week! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
“Dr A” 
 
John G Albertini, MD 
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